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Report by Martyn Rushbrook 

 

The fourth trial of the Peterborough trials club season took place today where another fantastic entry of 

55 riders descended on Stibbington quarry. It was a baking hot day with a few people calling it a day 

early to get out of the heat and no doubt enjoy a well needed beer, we hope everyone enjoyed there 

day. 

The winner of today’s trial was Mick Thurman who dropped 16 marks on his Montesa, in second place 

was Simon Wright who dropped 29 marks with Mark Hawkins in third who dropped 31. The best 

youth on the hard route was Beta rider Reece McDaid. 

On the middle route Steve Neale dropped just 1 mark to finish top. The best twinshock rider on the 

middle route today was Kieran Mcdaid who dropped 2 on his Fantic. Alfie Chesman was the best youth 

rider on the middle route today dropping 30 marks.  

On the white route Tony Bilton came out top by managing to keep his feet up all day on his Beta. The 

best twinshick on the white route was Paul Robinson on a BSA dropping 17 marks. Tommy Good win 

was best youth rider narrowly pipping Isaac Kinnimoth to top spot.  

We had 3 riders on the conducted route today with Stanley Bone dropping 27 marks, Max Malinowski 

dropping 36 marks and Riley Malinowski dropping 35 marks.    

Once again a massive thank you to everyone who supported us today and a special thank you to the 

observers.  

Our next trial is 7th August at Stibbington again. We will be running the same format and will be 

appealing for observers before the trial.  

 

 

Hard Route 

 

Adult : Mick Thurman Montesa 16 marks 

Youth : Reece McDaid Beta 37 marks 

 

Middle Route 

 

Adult : Steve Neale Beta 1 Marks 

 

Twinshock: Kieran McDaid Fantic 2 Marks 

 

Youth : Alfie Chesman Beta 30 Marks 

 

White Route 

 

Adult: Tony Bilton Beta 0 Marks 

 

Twinshock: Paul Robinson BSA 17 Marks 

                     

Youth: Tommy Goodwin Beta 57 Marks            

 

Conducted Route 

 

Stanley Bone Gas Gas 27 Marks            

Riley Malinowski  Beta 35 Marks 

Max Malinowski   OSET 36 Marks 
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